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Greyhound Cracker is a useful and simple to use tool for greyhound racing enthusiasts. It is designed to help you to analyse the form, trap advantage and other data influencing the performance of each dog in a race and then to predict the most likely
outcome. It is more than a simple prediction utility though and you can calculate how much you could win for a particular bet, keep track of your bets, and store the details of your favourite dogs, trainers and races. You can enter the details for any
race you want to analyse and it can take as little as a few minutes work using information freely available in race cards supplied by the track or availableon the Internet. As you enter race details, dogs can be added to the database with a couple of

clicks of the mouse. Each dog's rating is stored along with details of its most recent races. You can attach your own notes to each dog and it will quickly build up into comprehensive and valuable resource to help you to analyse races and spot potential
winners. There are trainer and track databases too. Note: The application can be unlocked for free by obtaining a registration serial number from the developer's site. 4.2.2 Graphics The UI is quite minimal, but the information available is robust. The
UI is very basic and unsophisticated, but this provides an easy point of access to the tracking of results. The fields are clearly labelled and easy to understand. The results of each race are listed, with the information for each dog and the race win. The
software does what it says on the tin, it crunches the numbers and provides you with information which will help you to evaluate your chances at each race. It is very clear and easy to understand - simple and straight forward. The UI is very basic and

unsophisticated, but this provides an easy point of access to the tracking of results. The fields are clearly labelled and easy to understand. The results of each race are listed, with the information for each dog and the race win. The software does what it
says on the tin, it crunches the numbers and provides you with information which will help you to evaluate your chances at each race. It is very clear and easy to understand - simple and straight forward. The UI is very basic and unsophisticated, but

this provides an easy point of access to the tracking of results. The fields are clearly labelled and easy to understand.

Greyhound Cracker Free Registration Code PC/Windows

This is the professional version of cracker, the world's most advanced racing prediction tool. Cracker's innovative and customizable features make it the ultimate analysis tool for greyhound racing and the most effective way to predict racing. With
Cracker, you can: * Track the performance of individual dogs and make a free prediction * Track the performance of individual trainers and make a free prediction * Analyse the form and trap advantage of races * Use machine learning to train your
own trap * Track your own bet history and store it for later analysis * Get expert prediction advice and tips from other users * Build your own trap and be notified whenever your trap has been beaten * Share tips and strategy with other users * Submit
and check your free predictions * Apply algorithms, retraining and machine learning * Export and import data * Export and import your own betting history * Calculate your potential win for a given amount * Calculate your net profit for any given
amount * Calculate the average win for a particular trainer * Calculate your average earnings * Track and analyse any combination of dogs, trainers and races * Train your own trap using your betting history * Store your bet history in your browser *
Generate random trap combinations * Use the same tactic or strategy in multiple races * Find the most successful trap in a series of races * Predict a position in a series of races * Filter records by their last position in previous races * Analyse a trap
by applying filters on the outcome of previous races * Analyse a trainer by applying filters on the outcome of previous races * Analyse a dog by applying filters on the outcome of previous races * Compare two dogs or two trainers * Automatically
export selected records to a table * Automatically export selected records to a spreadsheet * Automatically export selected records to a text file * Automatically export selected records to a CSV file * Automatically export selected records to a TXT
file * Automatically export selected records to a PDF file * Automatically export selected records to an XLS file * Automatically export selected records to a PPT file * Automatically export selected records to a PPTX file * Automatically export

selected records to a SPS file * Automatically export selected records to a SPSX file * Automatically export selected records to a VP file * Automatically export selected records to a ZIP file * Automatically export selected 77a5ca646e
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********************************************** * Greyhound Cracker 2.0 * * * Greyhound Cracker is a useful and simple to use tool for greyhound racing enthusiasts. It is designed to help you to analyse the form, trap advantage and other
data influencing the performance of each dog in a race and then to predict the most likely outcome. * It is more than a simple prediction utility though and you can calculate how much you could win for a particular bet, keep track of your bets, and
store the details of your favourite dogs, trainers and races. * You can enter the details for any race you want to analyse and it can take as little as a few minutes work using information freely available in race cards supplied by the track or availableon
the Internet. * As you enter race details, dogs can be added to the database with a couple of clicks of the mouse. Each dog's rating is stored along with details of its most recent races. You can attach your own notes to each dog and it will quickly build
up into comprehensive and valuable resource to help you to analyse races and spot potential winners. There are trainer and track databases too. * Note: The application can be unlocked for free by obtaining a registration serial number from the
developer's site. * Website: * Version: 2.0 ********************************************** # Dev notes: * Version 2.0: * * * 1. Bug fixes * * ********************************************** What's New: * Version 2.0: * * * 1.
Bug fixes * * ********************************************** Installation: * Run the installer - when the app starts the first time it will download and install the track databases * Note: If you have any problems downloading the track
databases please follow the steps outlined in the readme file. * After the database has been installed you should be able to press "Back" and exit the program * Note: The application does not open automatically and you have to start the program
manually * if you install the application on a Windows PC you can start it by clicking on the shortcut * icon that appears in the system tray. On a Mac the icon is a small icon in the system tray. * * * 2. Upgraded tracker databases * *
********************************************** Screenshots: If you want to see a screen shot of any of the screens then please click on

What's New in the Greyhound Cracker?

This is a little known and seldom used program which generates a PDF file with the data you enter to analyse a specific race. All the data you enter is stored in a series of tables in the file, which you can then save on your hard disk. This allows you to
then print out the details in a spreadsheet program (eg Excel), do some calculations on the data, and then if you like, send the file off to a publisher to do the analysis for you. It also allows you to open the file up in any text editor to do a little further
analysis and if you really fancy it you can also use the information for a web page. So if you would like to create a report for a particular race, or get started on analysis of a race, this little program can be a useful tool. You can generate a variety of
reports from the same set of data. You can get the name, owner and trainer details of the dogs that finished in front, their race times and place in the race. You can also generate a printable table of the results for a specific race, or a spreadsheet to do
your own analysis of the data. It is also possible to get just the names and times of the runners from a race. To get started you simply type the name of the race into the text box at the top of the screen and click the 'Start' button. The name of the race
will appear in the text box, along with a little summary of how it started. The text box will contain a few more words explaining the form of the race. Then the dog names are displayed in a list at the top of the page, with their owners and trainers in a
side table. You can then click on any dog's name to get information about that particular dog. The amount of information available is quite extensive, and you can also edit the dog name and race details as you like. You can add notes to the dogs in the
text box at the top of the screen, but you will need to select at least the dog name and track name from the drop down list. You can then edit the notes by double clicking on the names and entering the details in the appropriate fields. You can add as
many notes as you like to a dog. Each note has a 'Label' and 'Text' field. You can add any of the following details: TRAINER NAME: If your greyhound is entered by a trainer you can enter the trainer's name. This will be available to you in the
detailed dog information page. RACE TITLE: This can be the name of the race, the name of the track, the name of the enclosure, the month and year of the race or you can use the default of 'race'. This will appear in the detailed dog information.
RACE DATE: This will be used to display the data, but you can enter the date of the
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System Requirements For Greyhound Cracker:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8/8.1 CPU: Dual Core, AMD Athlon XP, Intel Pentium 4 Memory: 512 MB RAM Disk Space: 2 GB Video Card: Primary: DirectX 9.0c compatible video card Secondary: Compatible video
card Hard Drive Space: 1 GB available space DirectX: Version 9.0c or newer Please Note: If the game detects that you are using a system with less than 2 GB of
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